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Qualification Test of Vibratable Test Dewar
Vibratable Test Dewar
• Vacuum chamber for test item (<85K)
• Vented LN2 tank (77K)
• Cyrogenic compatible accelerometers 
(Kistler 8730A500M8)
• Hermetically sealed feedthrough for 
instrumentation
• G10 thermal isolation to protect slip 
table
• Assembly mass is ~500 lbs (~230 kg)
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Qualification Test of Vibratable Test Dewar
• Lateral testing on Team T-film slip 
table driven by T4000 shaker
• m+p VibRunner control system 
hardware/software
• Ver. 2.13.26.0
• TrigTek 620B over test protection
• Cryo-specific ICP signal 
conditioners (Kistler 5148M09)
• Increased compliance voltage to +36V
• Sine vibration test 5 to 100 Hz at 
20g and 5 to 2000 Hz 0.1g 
signatures
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Intermittent Accelerometer Signals
• This program and past programs 
using cryo accels has been a 
challenge
• Total or intermittent loss of 
signal has been common
• Intermittent signal loss often 
results in railing the controller or 
DAQ channel
• Mitigated but not eliminated by 
increasing torque applied at 
cable-to-accel connection
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The Anomaly
• In the middle of a sine sweep test the control system would:
• Abort the test
• Not provide a reason for the abort
• Stop recording time history data (throughput)
• Not save processed data into the results file
• Due to the abrupt stoppage of the time data recording we did not 
have data to evaluate acceleration levels when test stopped
• Did not hear the “ping” that is often heard with an amplifier hard 
shutdown
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The Anomaly – Protocol File
Initialize time history recording
Test start & time history recording ended. No 
indication of an abort or data being stored. 
System goes into an ‘Idle’ state opposed to a 
nominal ‘Standby’ stateTim Schwartz/NASA GSFC 6
Typical Abort – Protocol File
Initialize time history recording
Test start
Control channel abort  
on upper abort limit 
& data is stored
Aborted test, enter 
‘Idle’ mode & time 
history recording 
saved. 
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The Anomaly – Further Observations
• The abort occurs when some accels are experiencing the railing 
behavior
• Further data review shows that frequency stops sweeping for close to 
1 second before the abort
• Dewar removed from the table to investigate and improve 
accelerometer connections
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m+p’s Response
• Turn on additional logging capability for trouble shooting
• Not recommended for normal test operations
• ControllerLoggingOn.reg 
• Overvoltage on input channels (>40V) 
• Faulty relay in TrigTek 620B
• m+p emphasized the requirement for a latching relay
• Proximity of VibRunner to the shaker
• EM interference
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Investigating without the Dewar
• Investigated communication interruption as potential cause
• Manual connect/disconnect Ethernet cable
• Causes momentary dwell in sine sweep
• Test aborts if more than a few 100ms
• Could not reproduce the anomaly
• Reproduced intermittent/railing accelerometer signal
• Manual disconnect/reconnect
• Backed off connectors
• Could not reproduce anomaly
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Returned the Dewar to the Table 
• Ran several 0.1g, 5-2000 Hz sine sweeps with the dewar warm
• No anomaly
• Cooled down the dewar
• Anomaly returned on first 0.1g sine sweep
• Repeated the 0.1 g sine sweep and could consistently get the anomalous 
abort
• Usually aborted around 200 Hz, which is the first dewar resonance and a point when 
some of the accel signals would overload a lot
• Drive seemed to stop abruptly, i.e. not ramp down, but did not ever observe an 
acceleration transient on the table
• At this point m+p is focusing on the input channel overload sending 40 V 
into front end which would damage the control system hardware
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Continued Dewar Testing
• Set up high speed scope to capture peak voltages of input signals
• Only see 15 V when the dewar accels overload
• Small amounts of noise seen on TTL signal (<<5V)
• Proceed with regular dewar testing by using a test set up configuration that 
seemed to avoid anomaly
• Completed sine testing and started random testing
• Had too many problems with internal accel signals to continue with 
random testing
• Need to open up dewar again to fix accels
• While we were continuing to run the dewar tests m+p started shifting their 
focus to the TTL external shutdown signal as a potential cause
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m+p Comments on External Shutdown Signal
• “In every one of the logs you sent, we can see an ‘emergency shutdown’ as 
we approach the system resonance which indicates that the external 
shutdown through digital I/O has been momentarily triggered. “
• “If this is happening without a latched and open circuit, it could cause the 
behavior from our controller.”
• They noted that an input channel over voltage could also result in the 
‘emergency shutdown’ message in the log
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m+p Comments on External Shutdown Signal
• M+p was able to reproduce system behavior by momentarily 
triggering the external shutdown input on VibRunner
• Happened when circuit is open for about 0.5 sec.
• Normal external shutdown behavior observed when circuit is open for more 
than 1 sec.
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Anomaly Occurs on T2000 System
• At this point we started having the anomaly occur on the T2000 
control system with a completely different test configuration
• Much simpler bare table configuration
• Same VibRunner software version
• Consistently saw an acceleration transient on table at shutdown
• The local m+p rep came in to help with diagnostic tests on the T2000 
system
• Anomaly was consistently reproduced on T2000 system for several 
days before it stopped occurring and could no longer be reproduced
• We also were not able to reproduce the anomaly on T4000 system 
since the dewar was again removed from the shaker table
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Troubleshooting T2000 System
• During the period where the anomaly was repeatable, systematically 
removed segments of the TTL signal chain
• Replaced TrigTek with jumper, but kept full cable run (anomaly occurred)
• Installed jumper at control room patch panel (anomaly occurred)
• Installed jumper at test cell patch panel (no anomaly)
• Installed jumper on back to VibRunner, eliminating full cable run (no anomaly)
• Found lack of electrical isolation between shields in the patch panel, 
on both T2000 system and T4000 system
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A refined diagnosis from m+p
• Believe the most likely cause of shutdown is a contaminated TTL circuit 
possibly caused by excessively noisy channels and crosstalk in cables and 
patch panels.
• Noise interpreted as brief opens in circuit.
• One open pulse triggers a hardware “emergency shutdown” which would ramp down 
the drive in 0.5 sec.
• If the circuit does not stay open, it triggers a second reaction where it immediately 
clamps the drive signal to ground.
• The TTL circuit would have to be open for at least 0.5 sec in order for the software to 
recognize the shutdown as a typical external shutdown and then perform the typical 
shutdown tasks (save data, report reason for shutdown)
• m+p recommended a configuration of over test protection circuit and 
equipment
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E-Stop TTL Signal Cable Configuration
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Lacking repeatability, we created an anomaly 
simulator while m+p worked on the software
• Replaced TrigTek 620B with Arduino 
Uno microcontroller
• Instead of opening a relay, the 
Arduino output pin sent a 5V signal 
when commanded
• The user can program pulse width, 
pulse frequency, and pulse 
amplitude
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Extensive list of tests to perform pre/post 
software update
GSFC Standard Tests Troubleshooting
Wedge terminated by TAPS Momentarily disconnect ethernet
14.1g GEVS Random Definitively disconnect ethernet
0.25g signature 5 - 2 kHz Railing response accelerometer conditioned on Kislter coupler
20 g spec sine 5-100Hz Railing response accelerometer conditioned on VibRunner
20g sine burst at 20 Hz Interrupt TTL with stop switch, momentarily
SRS Interrupt TTL with stop switch for several seconds
Basic Functions Arduino interuptting TTL
Sine notching 500ms pulse every 2 sec
Sine tolerence abort 50ms pulse every 2 sec
Random notching 10ms pulse every 2 sec
Random tolerence abort 5ms pulse every 2 sec
1ms pulse every 2 sec
From XRISM Dewar 100us pulse every 2 sec
20 g spec sine vibe, 5-100Hz 10ms pulse every 200ms
0.1g signature 5 - 2kHz 5ms pulse every 200ms
1ms pulse every 200ms
From WFIRST HDRM 100us pulse every 200ms
25 g spec sine vibe, 5-100Hz 10ms pulse every 50ms
50 grms random 5ms pulse every 50ms
SRS 1ms pulse every 50ms
100us pulse every 50ms
2.9ms pulse increasing by 1us every 200ms, up to 3.1ms
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Arduino Test Conclusions
Arduino tests confirmed:
• The shorter the pulse duration, the more likely it was to not trigger a 
shutdown
• Pulses as short as 1 ms can trigger an Emergency Shutdown eventually
• The shutdown occurs 500 to 1000ms after the triggering event
• Pulses greater than 500ms cause a proper abort without the Emergency 
Shutdown
• Pulse voltages between 0.8 and 2.4 volts could trigger the Emergency 
Shutdown
• VibRunner Manual specifies TTL High as >2.4V and TTL Low as <0.8V
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Revisiting high speed scope data
• Revisiting the oscilloscope data from 
the dewar test showed that transient 
signals on the TTL line coincided with 
the accel overloading
• We now knew to look back 500 to 
1000ms prior to the shutdown to find 
the triggering event
• Some noise had been noted on the 
TTL signal in previous scope 
measurements, but at low voltages 
and not at the time of the anomaly
• Since these voltages were transient 
(non-latching) the VibRunner was 
prone to triggering an Emergency 
Shutdown 
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Revisiting high speed scope data
• 2 Volts was proven to be 
sufficient to trigger an 
Emergency Shutdown
• Some of these peaks are 
happening around 500- 1000ms 
prior to shutdown
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Implementing Fixes (TTL)
• Previously the TTL signal was carried on BNC cable through old patch 
panels
• In that configuration the BNC shield carries the return signal to the 
VibRunner
• Moved VibRunner to control room, powered on same UPS as TrigTek
620B
• Replaced BNC cable with shielded twisted pair 
• Grounded shield to VibRunner and TrigTek 620B  
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Implementing Fixes (m+p)
• VibRunner Ver 2.14.16 implemented the fixes m+p proposed
• TTL pulses <3ms ignore
• TTL pulses >3ms safely aborts test
• Drive is ramped down 
• Time history data file is saved
• Processed data is saved
• Error is properly reported in protocol file 
• Repeated extensive testing with the Arduino to prove performance
• No Emergency Shutdowns
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Summary: Root Causes/Solutions
Cause 1: Long TTL signal cable run through patch panel was susceptible 
to spurious signal inputs
Cause 2: VibRunner software was not capable of gracefully handling 
intermittent spurious signals
Solution 1: m+p changed programming to reject short duration TTL 
signals (<3ms) and gracefully handle longer duration TTL signals
Solution 2: The long TTL signal cable run was eliminated, by relocating 
the VibRunner to the control room and using a shielded twisted pair
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